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CONSIDERATIONS WHEN SEARCHING FOR
FUTURE-PROOF STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Growing trends like mobility and the Internet of Things have
led to a perpetual increase in the volume of stored data.
While these technologies have created opportunities for
business innovation, they also pose challenges for legacy disk
drives that are incapable of managing the expanding capacity
and speed requirements to access and serve data. With

Does the solution have built-in data
protection while also providing
application and data availability at a
cost that fits your budget?

legacy storage solutions hampering organizations from
turning stored data into actionable insights, IT leaders are
looking for alternatives.
All-flash data centers from Hewlett Packard Enterprise and
Technology Integration Group are the inevitable upgrade
because of the ability to solve today’s problems, while also
future-proofing for tomorrow. With all-flash, businesses can
ensure application and data availability at an affordable price

Are there flexible options beyond
all-flash arrays to fit both immediate
and long-term needs?
Is the flash performance provided at an
affordable spinning disk price point?

with resilient SSD-optimized arrays. But like any technology
product, not all storage solutions are created equal.
Before you begin looking for your next data center upgrade,
be sure to consider the following six points at right.

Setting the Stage for Composable Infrastructure
The HPE 3PAR StoreServ all-flash storage array, offered by
TIG, a proud partner of Hewlett Packard Enterprise,
provides these features and more, delivering greater

Does the SLA outline speeds up to 900K
IOPS with latencies from 0.3 to 0.7
milliseconds and 99.9999% uptime?
Is flat backup offered to free storage for
production data, while reducing copies
monopolizing backup storage?

capacity and density for data center savings. Leveraging
best-in-class technology, TIG works collaboratively with
clients to map out a comprehensive digital strategy that
powers the creation of critical, intelligent, simple, and
secure business tools.

Will you be able to create app-consistent
backups and restore at any volume-level
in the event of a disaster?

To learn how TIG can future-proof your storage solutions with HPE 3PAR
StoreServ, contact us at (800) 858-0549 today to set up your discovery session.
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